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                 WWA  REPORTER 
   Dedicated to the memory of the USS Woodrow Wilson 

                     SSBN/SSN-624 

 

Presidents Corner Winter 2021 
    Welcome all to the Presidents corner of the WWA 2021 winter newsletter. I come to this place not 
as a spectator nor reader, but the one with the responsibility of putting pen to paper. So now I will go 
forward with the task at hand.  
  This past year has been one fraught with COVID 19, isolation, stay at home orders, travel bans, ill-
ness, and the ultimate with the loss of friends and loved ones. On top of that we are also having to 
put up with all the other issues and problems associated with it. The future and our recovery will 
come, the time frame is the major question, so in the meantime we must hurry up and weight! and 
look to staying safe and out of harmôs way. 
  The passing of our President Russ Johnston (not COVID-19 related) left me in the unexpected posi-
tion as the new President of the WWA I was quite content serving as the WWA VP, and a reunion co-
ordinator and having served in these positions since the 2016 Charleston reunion. During the inter-
vening time between the Charleston reunion and now, I arranged the 2020 Washington DC reunion, 
renegotiated that reunion move to 2021 and then finding that we would have little chance of having a 
success in 2021, renegotiated the cancellation, without penalty. This will allow us to investigate alter-
natives when the pandemic abates, and things return to some form of normal.  
  I must digress and offer the fact that I had known Russ Johnston our former President since the first 
WW overhaul in 1968, where he was my mentor and he in fact qualified me on my first watch station 
on the WW. I should also note I assumed the VP position primarily because Russ asked me to, so 
now we must contemplate what is next for the WWA, while we sit out and wait for the Pandemic to 
abate.   Going forward, I note with my moving up to the Presidentôs position, the VP slot was open, 
and Richard Stepp has assumed this position. Rich was a MM1 SS onboard the WW Gold from 1971 
thru 1976 Rich has also expressed interest in becoming a reunion coordinator. Richôs stepping up to 
the VP position will take us forward while we hurry up and wait for the COVID 19 issue resolves itself 
and we can make new plans going forward.  Now I ask one and all to wish Rich the best of luck. 
  I wish my portion of the newsletter were full of good stories, comments on or about our now can-
celled reunion, news of the future and happy thoughts, but staying home and out of harmôs way 
makes jack a dull boy!   So, until next time stay safe and out of harmôs way. 
  Regards, Wayne Gray MMI SS 68-72  
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Words From Your Secretary 

 Aloha Shipmates! 
 

Happy New Year to all my Shipmates and their families!  I hope that 2021 will bring better 
times than most of us may have experienced in 2020! 

Here in Hawaii, things remain difficult for many.  However, the State has figured out a series of 
wickets for tourists to navigate in order to return to Hawaii and enjoy the weather and hospitality!  
That's a good thing for the local businesses and hotels.  Tourist arrivals are about 30-50% of the pre-
Covid days.  However, since Hawaiiôs primary industry is tourism, and for many months NO tourists 
were arriving here, many businesses failed; restaurants were the hardest hit.  Estimates are that 
about 50% of restaurants in Hawaii will not reopen, having effectively been forced to go out of busi-
ness.   Many of them had been in business for 50 or maybe 70 years and survived many stressful 
times in the past, but just couldnôt survive economically this time around. 

Colleen and I have been well; follow the rules by wearing our masks, practicing social distanc-
ing, and washing our hands!  Hey, I think it works.  Even though the local guidelines suggest staying 
at home, we still go out to take care of business, go shopping for essentials, like food, pharmacy sup-
plieséand beer.  Some restaurants are open where seating is outdoors or at least open air and hav-
ing gone to lunch a few times with my Shipyard or Hawaiian Electric friends, I felt pretty safe there.  I 
hope wherever you are, there are similar opportunities to get out, otherwise, you may go buggy being 
at home for months.  I tell my friends that I was trained for this at one time; I just pretend I'm on patrol!  
Even then, channel fever creeps in after a while so you got to chance and go out somewhere! 

There has been some discussion about the status of WW Reunions in general.  I'm hoping for 
a few more, but it likely depends on the ability for people to travel. There should be more information 
coming out soon as things develop; incredible number of unknowns out there at this point in time.  
The vaccine is a light at the end of the tunnel, and if my local politicians can get it together and stop 
using it as leverage, I may get mine before I die of old age!  Seems like just so many people ahead of 
me that I never even heard of before, that have been deemed ñessentialò.   Anyway, I'm hopeful!    

I cannot close without being even more solemn about recent months.  We have lost a number 
of our Shipmates over the last year or so; too many.   All of them will be very much missed by their 
Shipmates, families and friends.   Over the last few years, I renewed an old friendship with Russ and 
Dianne Johnston.  He was a good man and I will miss him.  Rest in peace, my friend.   
 

Aloha and Mahalo! 
Dennis Morgan 

   Board of Directors 2020-2022;   
President:             Wayne Gray       Blue/Gold 1968-72  4waygr@gmail.com 
Vice President:     Richard Stepp     Gold 1971-76   richnancy1@cox.net 
Secretary:             Dennis Morgan   Gold 1968-72   morgand004@hawaii.rr.com 
Treasurer:            Mel Cross            Gold Comm 1963-76  mcross@telebyte.com 

    The WWA has always worked on a ñvoluntaryò basis and the same shipmates have setup 
and run the Reunions.  Now we are to the point that most of the Reunion Coordinators are 
getting ñlong of toothò and need to turn over the watch to some new and ñyoungerò ship-
mates.  Now that we have cancelled the Washington DC Reunion, any Reunions in the future 
will be dictated by the Covid travel and Hospitality restrictions.  Weôd like to have one more 
Reunion and that will probably be the ñLast oneò.  At the moment we are just waiting to see 
how the Covid situation evolves.  We plan on maintaining the Web Page and the New Group. 
The Ships Store will be iffy till the inventory gets straightened out. 
 
  Dennis Morgan, Email: morgand004@hawaii.rr.com. Tel: (808 ) 393-8930 
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Published ï 1/18/2021  Update: New SSBN 

Navy fast-tracks 'on-time' delivery of nuclear-armed 
Columbia-class submarine 

Columbia-Class Submarines are being Engineered to be Quietest, Stealthiest Submarines Ever 

By Kris Osborn | Warrior Maven 

Kris Osborn is the Managing Editor of Warrior Maven and The Defense Editor of The National Interest  
 

The entire premise of undersea strategic deterrence is based on the need for nuclear-armed ballistic missile sub-
marines to hold potential attackers at risk of catastrophic destruction, without being found, detected, or seen by 
enemies in any way.  

This reality, which is increasingly becoming more complex for submarine weapons developers, might explain 
why the Navyôs new Columbia-class, nuclear-armed ballistic missile submarines are being engineered to be the 
quietest, stealthiest submarines é ever to exist.  

The new submarines will also need to be higher tech in the sense that they will need to be less detectable, due in 
large measure to the reality that enemy platforms capable of submarine detection are getting much more ad-
vanced through the use of longer-range, more sensitive sonar systems, harder to detect, long-endurance, small 
undersea sub-hunting drones and advanced methods of aerial submarine detection; some of these detection sys-
tems include the use of air-dropped sonobuoys, high-tech sub-hunting surveillance planes and other systems, 
including the use of surface and shallow-depth laser scanner technologies engineered to find subs on patrol.   

In light of this kind of global equation, it is by no means surprising that the Chief of Naval Operations Adm. 
Michael Gildayôs CNO NAVPLAN (Navigation Plan) text specifically cites the pressing need to deliver the 
new Columbia-class boats é "on time."  

The rapid and large-scale proliferation of undersea drones, many of them being quite small, quiet, and less de-
tectable by submarine defenses, presents an entirely new threat calculus for submarine commanders who need 
to lurk quietly in undisclosed, undetectable, yet strategically vital locations.  

 

190306-N-N0101-125 WASHINGTON (March 6, 2019) An artist rendering of the future Columbia-class ballistic missile sub-

marines. The 12 submarines of the Columbia class are a shipbuilding priority and will replace the Ohio-class submarines 

reaching maximum extended service life. The Columbia-class Program Executive Office is on track to begin construction 

with USS Columbia (SSBN 826) in fiscal year 2021, deliver in fiscal year 2028, and on patrol in 2031. (U.S. Navy illustration/

https://www.themaven.net/warriormaven/
https://defensemaven.io/warriormaven/
https://nationalinterest.org/profile/kris-osborn
https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/did-china-copy-reaper-drone-and-arm-it-anti-ship-missile-176457
https://www.foxnews.com/category/tech/topics/us-navy
https://www.foxnews.com/category/tech/technologies/drones
https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/can-us-navy-keep-china-176458
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2021/01/the-chief-of-naval-operations-has-a-navigation-plan-for-china/
https://defensemaven.io/warriormaven/land/new-pentagon-report-seeks-to-counter-drone-swarm-attacks-EbXEzMN6qUKW8pmhpkLXRA
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Also, the Chinese continue to quickly build new Jin-class, nuclear-armed ballistic missile submarines, 
platforms soon to be armed with JL-3 long-range nuclear weapons. These new sub-launched JL-3 
missiles introduce an ability for Chinese submarines to hold larger portions of the continental U.S. at 
risk of a nuclear attack.  

 

Given all this, the U.S. Navy naturally needs larger numbers of highly-capable new ballistic missile 
submarines, but perhaps to an even greater extent, the new submarines may need to be 
the stealthiest undersea platforms ever to exist. This, interestingly, may in fact be the case due to a 
Navy effort to integrate an entire suite of new undersea warfare technologies into the Columbia-
class. These technical efforts, emerging after years of successful Navy Science and Technology 
work, are multi-faceted and wide-ranging, and some of them are even being migrated over to the Co-
lumbia submarines from the Navyôs Block III Virginia-class attack submarines. Several attack subma-
rine innovations are being adapted for the much larger Columbiaôs, to include the use of a fiber-optic 
periscope cable enabling commanders to view surroundings within the submarine from different loca-
tions, and essentially not have to stand just beneath a periscope dropdown. The Columbia's also in-
corporate fly-by-wire computerized navigation controls which, unlike a mechanical hydraulic system, 
draw upon advanced computer automation to control submarine settings such as depth, speed, and 
other mission elements, of course when directed by a commander.  

It is certainly quite likely that the Columbia may incorporate many as-of-yet unknown quieting tech-
nologies. One item often discussed by senior Navy weapons developers is its electric drive technolo-
gy -- the high-tech electrical propulsion system is known to be much quieter than existing technolo-
gies and also brings very crucial added amounts of mobile electrical power to the submarine, sys-
tems of great relevance given the large number of advanced electronics built into the submarine. 
Newer kinds of command and control, computerized or automated navigational systems, and electri-
cally-powered weapons and sensor interfaces.  

Yet another way to remain less detectable is through the use of missile-tube launched undersea re-
connaissance drones. Many of these drones are now being built by the Navy to bring new launch 
and recover surveillance systems to undersea warfare through the use of missile tubes. The tech-
nical ability to dispatch and track unmanned sonar and underwater reconnaissance systems, in-
creasingly able to share data in real-time with larger host submarine platforms, can enable a 
large Columbia class boat to linger more safely in "impossible to detect" locations, allowing forward-
operating undersea drones to enter higher-risk areas to patrol for threats such as enemy subs.  

--  

https://nationalinterest.org/blog/reboot/technological-edge-how-us-navy-will-stay-ahead-china-176464
https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/ghost-fleet-navy-drone-warship-just-sailed-4700-miles-its-own-176383
https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/us-navys-firepower-future-lasers-176388
https://defensemaven.io/warriormaven/air/alaskan-f-35s-prepare-for-major-sub-zero-arctic-warfare-bxYA6sH--Uu-FKmrl-5Q0A
https://defensemaven.io/warriormaven/air/air-force-builds-b-21-stealth-bomber-mission-operations-technology-zPB5fqV6tkqKb5USRbMgVA
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The US Navy Wants to find Ships to kill using aerial Drones Launched from 
Submarines 

By: David B. Larter    December 7, 2020  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Virginia-class attack submarine Mississip-
pi in the Atlantic Ocean. The U.S. Navy wants 
to operate aerial drones launched from under-
water from its submarines. (U.S. Navy photo 
courtesy of General Dynamics Electric Boat) 

WASHINGTON ï The name of the game in the Pacific is stand-off range. But with longer range tor-
pedoes and anti-ship missiles in the arsenal, submariners are looking to a new domain to help 
them extend their deadly reach: The air. 
 

In an October request for information, Naval Sea Systems Commandôs Submarine Combat and 
Weapons Control Program Office asked industry for input into a ñSubmarine-Launched Unmanned 
Aerial System,ò or SLUAS, currently in development. 

The Navy has been interested in sub-launched drones for some time and has been testing proto-
types, but the RFI shows the service is getting serious about the idea as it adds longer-range torpe-
does and anti-ship cruise missiles to the arsenal of its attack submarines. 

The idea for the SLUAS is an ambitious one. 

The drone would launch from a submerged submarine out of a 3-inch ejector tube used for sono-
buoys, flares and countermeasures among other things. The battery-operated UAS would then de-
ploy its wings and operate for an hour, well beyond the range visible from just the low-in-the-water 
periscope. 

Additionally, the UAS should have an ñelectro-optic capability with reliable target solution analysis,ò 
the RFI said, adding that it should be able to ñoperate at ranges out to the line-of-sight radio hori-
zon, and use a variable bandwidth encrypted datalink with at least 256-bit encryption strength. 

The drone should also have a degree of autonomy and ñinclude the ability to operate in an emis-
sion-controlled environment and operate without constant radio communication links.ò 

ñEvery submarine has a 3-inch launcher, so in theory, every submarine could operate with UASs,ò 
said Bryan Clark, a retired submarine officer and senior fellow with The Hudson Institute. ñThe idea 
is that you would be about the size of a sonobuoy ð it could be pretty long ð and youôd put it in-
side a canister. Then you launch this in a canister, it floats to the surface and the USA deploys from 
there. 

ñAnd from there it can either connect up with the submarine or it could connect with another unit, 
and it gives you the ability to have over-the-horizon surveillance.ò 

ñThe demonstrations have been pretty successful,ò Clark added. 

The responses to the RFI were due in November. 

https://www.defensenews.com/author/david-b-larter
https://www.defensenews.com/naval/2018/06/13/us-navy-pushing-ahead-with-bid-to-extend-the-range-of-its-sub-killer-torpedo/
https://www.defensenews.com/naval/2018/06/13/us-navy-pushing-ahead-with-bid-to-extend-the-range-of-its-sub-killer-torpedo/
https://www.defensenews.com/naval/2020/11/16/the-us-navy-is-moving-to-put-more-ship-killer-missiles-on-submarines/
https://www.defensenews.com/naval/2019/06/30/a-top-us-navy-engineer-says-the-fleet-needs-to-get-out-and-bust-the-rust/
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Navy New Virginia Block VI Virginia Attack Boat Will Inform SSN(X) 

 
By: Megan Eckstein      November 20, 2020 4:41 PM  

USS Vermont (SSN-792) trans-
its the Thames River while con-
ducting routine operations on 
Oct. 15, 2020. US Navy Photo  

The submarine community is nearing a plan for its Block VI Virginia-class submarine, which will be 
an improvement in stealth and capability compared to the boats under construction today and will be 
a bridge to the upcoming SSN(X) program. 
 
The Block V Virginia submarines ï the first three of which have already begun construction ï repre-
sent the first time the Navy has made a major investment in increasing the capability of this class of 
ship. Whereas past blocks have focused on construction and maintenance efficiencies, and incre-
mental capabilities are added through software updates regularly, the Block V design adds 28 more 
missile tubes to greatly enhance the strike capability of these SSNs, Program Executive Officer for 
Submarines Rear Adm. David Goggins said this week at the Naval Submarine League annual sym-
posium.  Block VI will continue that trend of adding new capability and lethality to the boats, which 
will be procured in a multiyear contract from Fiscal Years 2024 through 2028. 
 
ñBlock VI will focus on building upon the acoustic superiorityò technology thatôs being built into and 
tested on the future South Dakota (SSN-790), as well as ñreally enable that organic subsea, seabed 
warfare kit release for the first time.ò  Specifically, he said the Navy and industry are working on im-
proved stealth to operate in a contested environment; enhanced sonar performance through a new 
bow conformal array; and the ability to sense and interact with more of the water column, including 
the sea bed. 
Goggins said those ideas have been chosen as priorities for Block VI for two reasons: first, theyôll im-
prove the capability of the Virginia class in the near term, and second, theyôll help prove out technol-
ogies that could influence the next-generation SSN(X) design.  ñWeôll spend the next year evaluating 
the maturity and feasibility of these capabilities [on the slide he presented], followed by a downselect 
next year. And that will really allow us to mature the technology,ò Goggins said.  Gogginsô slide also 
highlighted propulsors, improved payload and vehicle hosting, improved situational awareness and 
additional payloads as features of the Block VI design. 
 
Elsewhere during the Sub League event, it was clear that the rest of the submarine force is eagerly 
eyeing the SSN(X) program and what kinds of improvements are within the realm of the possible for 
that program. 
 

https://news.usni.org/author/meckstein
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Vice Adm. Daryl Caudle, commander of Naval Submarine Forces and Submarine Force Atlantic, said 
during his presentation that SSN(X) could be based on the Virginia design, could be based on the 
Columbia-class ballistic missile submarine (SSBN-826) design, or could be a clean-sheet design. 
ñWeôre going to get alternatives and make decisions on how to make this new SSN match what we 
need to stay ahead of our peers. This is definitely going to be increased speed: thereôs no question 
that speed is basically important to improve every single joint warfare function. Speed is just so im-
portant ï it plays out so well in all our wargaming, so it helps compensate for bad decisions, it also 
helps us get to the fight faster and helps us in all-domain maneuver warfare,ò he said. 
 
ñWe can never get enough payload capacity, so we do want submarines with large payload capacity. 
And whatôs that going to look like in the future and howôs it going to be modular and customizable is 
going to be important. Of course, stealth is important, but not just acoustic stealth. Itôs stealth across 
all spectrums. When this new SSN rolls out, we are going to have peer competitors that are going to 
be able to detect us not just acoustically but through algorithms that are going to break the water in-
terface. And so those capabilities, we think, are coming, and we have to build and basically remain 
clandestine with those types of capabilities in play.ò 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adm. Frank Caldwell, the director of 
the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Pro-
gram and a senior submarine officer in the Navy, echoed in his remarks the three design options and 
said that ñkey in all of this will be our focus on speed, warfighting capability, greater energy, lethality 
and sensors, and, yes, the next level of stealth. I want you to know that we are working on this very 
actively as an enterprise.ò 
USNI News previously reported that the Navy may be leaning towards a Columbia-like hull for its 
next attack submarine. With the much wider diameter comes the ability to achieve greater speed and 
stealth. An SSN(X) design like this would be reminiscent of the Seawolf design ï which was used for 
just three submarines as the Cold War was winding down but is considered the Navyôs most capable 
attack sub. 
In a separate presentation during the event, Congressional Research Service naval affairs specialist 
Ron OôRourke said, ñI remember one person in public describing the Seawolf class as a boat that 
was designed to go up into the Sovietsô backyard and do a lot of damage before it had to come home 
to be rearmed ï and so it was designed to be a fairly fast submarine and heavily armed, especially 
compared to the Los Angeles-class design of the day. So in light of the Navy now talking about this 
next-generation attack boat being fast and heavily armed, it would not be surprising, as some people 
have speculated, if that submarine were to have a diameter similar to that of the Seawolf or the Co-
lumbia-class design, something in the range of 40 to 43 feet.ò 
If that were to be the case, he said, SSN(X) might have a similar diameter to Seawolf but a greater 
displacement, due to modernization in engineering such as the SSN(X) likely having a larger electric 
drive system instead of a mechanical one. 

Rendering of Block V Vir-

ginia-class submarine 

with Virginia Payload 

Module.  

General Dynamics Elec-

tric Boat Image 

https://news.usni.org/2020/11/02/bwxt-ceo-navys-next-generation-ssnx-attack-boat-will-build-off-columbia-class

